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Construction Nine
Strike Talks
’At Stalemate’ Win
:.trititta: laborers Ica) withdraw
picketing campus construe...4i sites today, but their withhawal indicates only the complete
shutdown of construction and not
the end of their strike, according
to Han": F. Whitehouse, president
of Construction and General Laborers’ union local No. 270.
Whitehouse told the Spartan
Daily yesterday that negotiations
between construction unions and
the Associated General Contracuss are "practically at a stalemate." The contractor spokesman
met with carpenters union offieigs yesterday and have scheduled
a meeting tomorrow with the
laborers.
"We’re not extending picket
lines further," said Whitehouse.
’We’re attempting interim agreements with contractors in the
area in an endeavor to keep as
many men working as possible."
Organized contractors in 46
northern California counties retaliated Friday for the laborers’
May 1 strike with a mass shutdown of all construction projects
except those affecting public
health and safety. The shutdown
idles more than 120,000 construction workers including those
working on public buildings, highways, hospitals, bridges, schools
homes, dams anti state colleges.
San Jose contractor Carl N.
Swenson, whose firm Is building
the addition to the women’s gym.
denied that the shutdown is a
retaliatory movement.
The Administration is trying
to hold down labor and construction costs, and the laborers’ union
dernivals are much greater than
any other union’s. The contractors shutdown may improve our
bargaining position, but in the
meantime it just costs money."
Swensen estimated the number
of construction workers locked out
of jobs locally as "no more than
200 new," He predicted the construction delay would continue
until June, adding that the workers are now eligible to collect
state unemployment aid for as
long as 26 weeks.

Senate Hopefuls
To Debate Issues
Three Democratic candidates for
state senate from Santa Clara
usty will debate campaign is, in Morris Dailey auditorium
.mortow afternoon at 3:30.
students Against Communism
arranged for the appearnce of
-eels F’. Lewis, San Jose attarEdward Schroer. Ford motor
fIleany employee, and Robert
’,Man, consulting engineer.
Dr. Frederic A. Weed, head of
the Political Science department,
Wilt be moderator of the debate,
aconrling to Jim Avery, SAC vice
fessitisnt
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Reed Searle
Talks to SJS Demo Club

Staff Members Back to Polls Candidate
For Class
Council Seats Candidates

Nine member’s of the college
staff, including one administrator,
won Faculty Council seats in weeklong elections which concluded
Monday.
Faculty and administrators
chose the candidate; from an
original list of 24 faculty members and three administrators.
Nine other staff members already
reside on the council, headed by
Alden H. Smith, associate professor of speech.
Newly elected assistant professors are Dr. James E. Blackwell,
sociology; Dr. James J. Clark,
English; Dr. Ralph Fessenden,
chemistry; Richard Hayden, secondary education, and Dr. Charles
M. Larsen, mathematics.
Associate professors elected to
the council are Dr. Charles C.
Coffey, administration and supervision; Dr. Ardith Frost, recreation, and Dr, Roland F. Lee, English.
Dr. Arthur H. Price, assistant to

the dean of the college and coSalt Jose Sidle students go back
ordinatca: of the evening program,
was the only administrator elected to the polls today in the college’s
al,wer
"If disarmament ImeeltIN before primary MCP for the 22nd assembly In a qUe,sti,,IL
from three nominees.
second major election this month
following his speech that he faNovember there will be a major district, dechued yesterday.
Council positions will cover a to fill 14 class offices.
depression," Reed Searle, unopSpeaking on campus before a vors the abolition of the death pentwo-year term. Elections are conPolls, located in front of the posed candidate in the Democratic meeting of the SJS Democratic alty in California.
ducted each year, replacing half
"I don’t think there is any argucafeteria and Spartan bookstore,
club, the San Jose attorney emphathe members.
sised that the most important sin- ment for the death penalty except
were scheduled to open at 8:30
Previously elected are Donald
this morning and will remain open
gle issue before the voters of Santa I vengeance," the Democrat stated.
J. Beeando, assistant professor of
until 4:30 p.m., according to elecClara county is that of long-range I Also, in answer to a question,
industrial arts, and associate proplanning in the event of disarma. Setsuie said he favored a loosening
tion board chairman Carlton
fessors Dr. Joseph H. Young, biof the abortion laws. "Something
Parks. The same hours will be in
ment.
ology; Dr. Gertrude B. Corcoran,
has to be done about birth coneffect for tomorrow’s voting.
When asked what ideas he had in
education; Julius Menendez, physitrol," he said.
In the senior race the presicase of disarmament for redirectcal education, and Chairman
Searle was endorsed by the 10th
dency is being sought by Bruce
ing federal spending. Searle stated
Smith.
congressional district California
that we must plan for growth inMacpherson. Contenders for senior
Professors holding council seats
Democratic Council convention as
class vice president are Owen
dustries that are not dependent on
are Dr. Willard J. Saunders, busicandidate for the 22nd assembly
Grande and Gary Wexler, with
defense. He said that defense
ness; Dr. Ralph Perlman, chemical
race. He is a member of NAACP,
Ellen Norris, John Haggerty and
spending in California is about $6
ACLU, ADA and state and local
and metallurgical engineering, and
Marlene Heller unopposed candibillion and that Santa Clara counbar associations. The local attorney
Dr. Leroy R. Posey jr., physics.
dates for secretary, treasurer and
ty is approximately 52 per cent dereceived his B.A. from the UniDr. Ralph R. Cummings, asso- interclass representative, respecpendent on government defense
versity of Chicago in 1952 and his
ciate dean of students in charge tively.
money.
LL.B. from the University of Caliof admissions and records, also has
TAX
CUT’?
Contested posts in the junior
fornia in ItI7
one-half of his two year term recould
taxes
that
he
stated
Also,
elections are those of president,
maining.
be cut to boost investment and
by Ron Smith and George Clause,
money spent on retraining people
and secretary, by Donna Bell and
for occupations not connected with
Pam Stoddard.
defense.
REED SEARLE
White ballot candidates for jun. . . assembly hopeful , Searle, who terms himself "the
ior positions are Ken Howell for
candidate for the thoughtful voter,"
vice president, Sharon Reed for
also listed as important issues
treasurer and Val Tinti for interconsolidation of small school dLs
cons
(’lass representative.
tricts to keep operating costs down ,
Three men are competing for
What may well be the seinesand multi-purpose districts to help
the programs by committees, sophomore class president. They
; ter’s most distinguished classic
suilthat
cut
across
problems
solve
formed of three university arid are Steve liassett, Skip Yazel and
films presentations will be shown
tidal county and district lines,
three state college faculty mem- Maurice Jourdane. Other aspirwhen the Japanese film "Gate of
bers, who would conduct qualify- ants are Kathy Miller and Cliff
ABOLISH DEATH PENALTY
Hell," and the French co-feature
ing examinations.
Gutterman for vice president,
The former assistant public de- "A Day in the Country" are preAdvisers from both institutions Sharon McNew for secretary, and
The United States foreign policy fender of Alameda county declared sented tornorrow.
would supervise the individual stu- Ginny Laisne and Penny Roper for will be investigated today at 2:30
The films will be shown at 3:30
dent through the three-year nec- treasurer.
in a symposium sponsored by the
in Concert Hall and again at 7
essary study.
International Relations club.
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
In addition to passing the qualScheduled in the Concert Hall,
Robert Orem, professor of Engifying examination, a student
"UnIte
the symposium, titled
lish and coordinator of the classic
would have to meet the requireStates and Its Foreign Polic:.
!films series said that both films
To
ments for admission to both the
being held as part of the Inter- ,
were of "exceptional quality."
university and the state college.
national Week program.
"Gate of Hell," in color and with
I Graduating seniors who have
Besides individual study requireThe four-man panel will be earned honors in the education English subtitles, is set in anments. students would have to
moderated by Dr. Piet Macare, field will be recognized tonight I dent Japan and tells of the bicomplete a year’s residence at
education honors zarre battle of wits between a
Satirical humor will be the order language professor at the Univer- at the annual
each institution, according to the
warrior and a noblewoman, a
banquet.
of the day today when Dr. Harold sity of Santa Clara.
proposals.
Dinner will be at 6:30 in the battle that has an unexpected,
Included on the panel will be
A meeting was held last week Hodges, associate professor of soOwen Broyles, SJS professor of faculty dining room of the cafe- ironic ending.
for division deans, area chairmen, ciology, reviews "A Surfeit of
The film is the holder of numereconomics; Jack Pockman SJS teria. Tickets are available in
department heads and graduate Honey" at the 12:30 book talk in
political science major; Ajit Singh TH16 for $2.50. All students and ous international film awards.
coordinators at SJS to hear Dr. rooms A and B of the cafeteria.
and Donald Harris, graduate stu- their guests are invited, accord- Life magazine called it "astonishBrant Clark, SJS professor of psyThe book, written by Russell dents of economics at the Univer- ing to Bert Graff, publicity chair- ingly beautiful."
speof
the
chology and a member
Lynes, is described by Dr. Hodges sity of California in Berkeley.
"A Day in the Country" was
man for the Student California
cial committee who formulated as "eminently readable. It’s the
produced by Jean Renoir, son of
Following the four seven-minute ’reachers’ assn.
the proposals for the regents and sort of book that more of us in
Richard E. Conniff, superin- I the painter Auguste Renoir. The
talks, Dr. Macare will invite the
the state college trustees.
these troubled times might sit down audience to join the talks, accord- tendent of the Alum Rock union story is set in the 1890’s and is
Those attending the meeting ex- and read."
ing to Phil McWilliams, chairman ’elementary school district will be filmed against the French ovint rypressed "reluctance" to endorse
"Lynes’ book is successful be- of the symposium.
guest speaker.
side.
the outlined plans for organiza- cause the American--at least the
tion of the joint program.
one
of
sophisticated Americanis
Criticism was based on the "dif- the most self-analytical, self-conficulty" of the program and the scious of all people," Dr. Hodges
special residence requirements,
explained.
"A Surfeit of Honey" is a satire
on American society in general and
certain segments in particular, according to Dr. Hughes.
"Lynes has no axes to grind and
By 5ILItitIMAN SMITH
[earlier that it had consented tot our obligations under the Manila
he can offer a few laughs," he emWASHINGTON I LTPD - Presi- the movement of U.S. forces into SEATO Pact of 1954."
phasized. "It’s good reading as
Bill Hauck. who recently en- much for pure relaxation as for a dent Kennedy yesterday ordered a its territory.
The U.S. action resulted directly
joyed a landslide victory in the droll overview of the culture in combat force of 1800 Marines to
from Conunutlist rebel advances
It was the first time U.S.
ASB presidential election, became which we live."
be landed at Bangkok, Thailand. had been ordered ashore in such across Laos toward the Thailand
president of the California State
border, across which units of the
at 7 a.m. PDT today as a- de-it maneuver si nce the landing in
awl
Presidents
College Student
fense act" to help protect Thai- Lebanon in the summer of 1958. Royal Laotian army fled last
Diego.
last weekend in San
land from the threat of Commu- Former President Dwight D. Ei- !weekend’
Voting took place at a joint
nist military units in Laos.
senhower sent the Marines in then1 " There is no change in our polconvention of the CSC-SPA and the
"A threat to Thailand is of .n response to the Lebanese gov - ic-y toward Laos which continues
Pacific Student Presidents assn.,
to be the re-establishment of an
grave concern to the United e
ent’s request for protection
which drew delegates from colStates," the President said in a in the aftermath of the Iraqi effective cease-fire and prompt
leges and universities throughout
negotiations for a government of
Lyke magazine’s summer edi- special statement issued shortly revolution.
the western states.
tion, featuring a comprehensive after Republican and Democratic’s
national union," the President
The Marine force has been en
Hauck, senior social science ma- "Graduate’s Guide to the Cruel congressional leaders were briefed
jor from Burlingame, will succeed World," goes on sale this morning at the White House on the de- route aboard units of the 7th fleet I --- for several days. The Marines will
San Francisco state’s Tory N. at four campus locations.
teriorating situation in southeast
be in addition to about 1000 Army
II
Tjersland to the top post of the
Copies of the SJS feature mag- Asia.
troops already in Thailand.
CSCSPA, official body of the state azine are available outside the
mav fInd this hard
The Thai cavernmret announced
college students and leading cam- Spartan bookstore, library, cafeto fathom, hut canny
It was reported that when the
paigner for the elevation of state teria and
old
p/A has mane up
landings are completed there will
Women’s gym for 35
college prestige. He will serve a
with 4011111. new swim
111
be as many as 4000 U.S. troops
cents.
term.
one-year
trunks that s-t -r-e-t -c -ti
In Thailand. Additional manpower
"How
to
Avoid
the
Armed
Servyesterday
that
Hauck announced
M flt aim sire! Amazfrom the 25th Army division is
’ Which Way the Wind... a 30- expected to land
San Jose State will be host to the ice." "How to Kill a Job Intering the wino. trunks fit
in addition to
view,"
together
with
a
satirical
will
non-violence,
movie
on
minute
association’s first meeting in the
slim Jim tie !leanly Rill.
graduation speech, cartoons of oc- be shown tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in the Marines.
fall, probably in October.
whoever’s harrowing.
Kennedy
said
in
his
statement
dress,
cartoon
guide
to
cupational
WalNancy
CH227, according to
The president-elect said that the
diet haat pair while
"The dispatch of United States
CSCSPA, representing over 100,- Europe and advice from the busi- bridge, chairman of the Student
)oti’re about It
in
forces
to
Thailand
was
considered
section.
part
of
the
are
ness
world
Peace Union.
000 students, may be more effecwhite, blue, black. Perdesirable
because
of
recent
atAn interview of one-world camThe movie is based on a pamtive with the addition of what he
fect for tank or Tahoe.
tacks in LROS by Communist
called "a direct line" to the board paigner Garry Davis, former phlet "Speak Truth to Power"
Another typleal R/A
forces,
and
the
subsequent
moveWorld War II bomber pilot and published by the American Friends
of trustees.
find In comfort clothes
ment
of
Communist
military
units
He said the board has Invited comedian, is presented by staff service committee.
for artist. sports. 59.1
toward
the
border
of
Thailand
Be-n Seaver, peace secretary of
the president of the organization writer David Bellak.
He said he ordered U.S. forces
to attend its meetings which take
Editor Jay Thorwaldson includ- the northern region AFC, will
ROOS
place monthly at different state ed Davits’ letter of advice to grad- comment on the film, according to into Thailand so that "we may
Walbridge.
Miss
he
in
a
position
to
fulfill
speedily
colleges.
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uating seniors in the edition.

Ph.D. Program Due
On Campus in Spring
By JOHN FARMER
How close is a joint doctoral
program between the state college and the University of California?
The program Is in its final
stages of organization, the Spartan Daily learned yesterday, and
the joint Ph.D. may become a
reality next spring.
All that remains in the general
organization of the joint Ph.D.
program is approval by trustees
of the California state colleges
and regents of the University of
California.
Proposed is the creation of a
joint graduate board, with a membership of five officials from the
university and five from the state
colleges.
Besides aiding in the arrangement and agreements of study
programs, the board would make
recommendations of policies,
agreements and procedures to
regents and trustees.
The joint PhD. program, as outlined in proposals now being studied by university and state college officials, would provide for
joint administration and supervision of each doctorate student
under a system of committees and
advisers.
Each program would be planned
and developed by faculty members
of the cooperating institutions,
and then referred to the joint
board, trustees and regents for
final approval.
Any programs adopted, according to the proposals, would "not
alter the delegation of responsibilities" of either institution.
Students would be admitted to

Greek Coed Seeks Title
As International Queen
attractittco.t1 Paulatel..tnttepresents North America
’IItY for North America day in
International Week activities.
Miss Pauline, a senior home
economics major, as North American prineess, is one
of five finalists in the SJS
intereitional queen
contest,
’

Sponsored by the Modern Greek
club, Pauline is
vying for the
queen’s role. The winner
will be
Immure:4d Friday night at the
International Ball scheduled at
the Hawaiian Gardens.
Tickets for the Ball are being
sold this
week in front of the
cafeteria. Prices are set so $2 a
cbuele for students and $10 a couPie for non -students.
An hour-long program, featurlee atithentic international entertatnnient, also will be featured at
the Ball.
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insgtaltae..
vot. 49

A special meeting will be hold
tomorrow at 8:$0 p.m. In TH55
tor student,. also sin be doing
their elem.-War) education student teaching In the fa& ProvedUres regarding the student
teaching will be epialned, according to Dr. Witham VI;agner,
llkworiate prottssor of elettwutary
education.

Japanese , French
Movies Scheduled
Fil ms
F CI

IRC To Sponsor
Four-Man Pane!
On Foreign Policy

Ed

Prof Reviews
Satire Today

ucation Honors
Be Presented

Kennedy Sends Marines
To Curb Thailand Crisis

Hauck Wins
State Post

Lyke To Spotlight
’Graduate’s Guide’

ill

SPU Mans Film
On Non-Violence

PAULINE LYMBERIS
... North American princess
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Who’s in the Middle?
Another example .af the pettim.-- of the Amateur Athletic
Union of the I.. nited States has Junin up in the AAU’s suspension of 11 athletes who took part in a non-AAU sponsored track
meet.
The AAU announced that the 11 men had been suspended
because they competed in the Ohio State relays April 21.
Not all the athletes who competed in the meet were suspendedonly those who placed in an event.
Why were these men suspended and the majority of the
men competing left alone?
Powell Moorhead, executive secretary of the Indiana AAU
said, "We don’t intend to crucify these boys, but if it happens
again, the penalty will be severe."
This indiscriminate ruling suspending 11 athletes out of the
many who participated can’t be called any thing but crucifying
a few in the AAli’s fight against the National Collegiate Athletic assn. over control of American track.
In recent months the NCAA has been trying to wrest
power away from the AAU in track, gymnastics and basketball.
The NCAA wants to be recognized internationally as the governing body of these sports in the 1 nited States.
In its fight to keep international recognition. the AAU has
been punishing the athletes who are caught in the middle of
the battle between the two powers.
Jack Krebs. one of the athletes suspended by the AAU,
said, "It seems like the athletes arc always caught in the
middle."
Mary Holman, spokesman for Ohio state. said. "It seems to
be another example of what I would guess is a feud between
the NCAA and the AAU."
Why must these bodies hurt the very same athletes whom
they claim they want to represent? The men who compete are
the ones being hurt, not the officials who are doing the fighting.
J.H.

That Peace
.

Ah, peace at last!
Now that the campus liar. been temporarily limited in expansion due to the construction laborers union strike, eager
college minds may be able to concntrate on expansion for a
ithange.
The thoughtful union must have been aware before it
*lade its vital decision to close up shop that finals are nearing
;at San Jose State and many Spartans need silence and peace
_to -get them through" the trying period.
*
Because of the sudden stop of hammers and cement mixam, professors may lecture knowing their words will be heard.
:Also they don’t have to pause between pounds.
e
The strike may cause a loss to the laborers, to the contri:ction companies, to the overall growth of the campus. Howsever, it certainly will cause no loss to Spartans who need a
l’peaceful atmosphere in which to study.
s
Through the thoughtfulness of the labor union, a threat to
a.Northern California has been arranged to aid needy students at
*San Jose State--students needy for peace.
C.P.

SPECIAL
GOLF RATES
To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY Thru FRIDAY
S1.00
PLEASANT HILLS
and CYPRESS GREENS

Edltor’s Note. TlIrus+ and Parry let
tors, becuso of space 1,mtations, will
be limited to a maximum of 300 words.
Letters exceeding this amount either
will not be printed or w,11 be editd
to conform to length. The editor also
the right to edit letters to conoo
form to style and good taste. Letters
of personal attacks will not be print.
ed. All letters must include the writer’s
signatur and ASB number.

Student Comments
On SAC Speakers

. Wu

cieteeieteiel
By JOHN FARMER
Chivalry isn’t dead. It lives each night on televisionas I
discovered by accident during a weekend of Western-watching.
Sweet wife-of-mine was all a-twitter over a cowboy story
a western that proved to me that such things just smack of
"knights-of-old, 0 so bold!"
While my love was in rapture over life in the land of sagebrush, I was reading a couple of King Arthur tales required for a
mythology class. The similarities are fascinating.
Anyone who has watched the white hats battle the black hats
during the early, early, early Saturday show, will agree.
LOVE, OH HOW COURTLY
I call attention to the stock western theme of aiding any lady
in distress. Runaway stage coaches, like Arthur’s castles, always
hold a damsel in distress.
And how about those situations where sweet-young-things sit
in sadness, while their champion braves the "Injun country."
I try to avoid confusion, but the code of the West and the
oaths of knighthood are too close for comfort. If I read many more
Arthur tales I’ll have to give up watching westerns.
With the addition of sex (adult westerns) to the Saturday
situations, King Arthur and "Lash of the White Hats" are even
more similar.
Unlike the "Old Lash," who was scared to death of girls, Lords
of Arthur’s day weren’t so shy, shy, shy. Some of those King
Arthur stories, in the original Anglo-Saxon, are downright naughty.
"MY HERO" AND HIS HORSE
Trigger, Flash, Thunderboltthe horses owned by America’s
cowboy heroeshad counterparts in every castle stable.
Each knight had a horsenamed, worshiped and lovedto
carry him and his armor into battle. It was Trigger and Roy all
over again.
It was at this point I lost my argument of similarities. I have
to admit to a flaw to the "hero horse."
Trigger, light and lithe, would collapse if he had a 200-pound
man, plus another 200 pounds of metal (the armor) to carry around.
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Exchange Editor
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Thrust

Ex-UCLA Student Body President and 1960 Olympic Decathalon Champion Rafer Johnson
will speak at the 1962 San Diego
city college graduating class
commencement exercises, the
Fortnightly said last week.
Johnson, who has been called
the "world’s greatest athlete,"
has retired from competition
and is striving for a career as
a motion picture actor.
Seven University of Minnesota
freshmen were suspended from
the school for setting off two
cherry-bombs in one of the university’s residence halls and
breaking windows of two of the
hall’s directors, the Minnesota
Daily reported last week.
The bombs were taped to
windows of both directors’ rooms.
When they exploded they shattered glass, but no one was injured. A delaying fuse was attached to the two bombs, so that
the students could rush back to
their rooms and watch them go
off. the Daily said.

SpaZtanet.
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Editor:
Mr. Scoville’s letter to Thrust
and Parry (May 11) expressed
his disagreement with Dr.
Hutchinson’s remark concerning
the outspoken speakers of SAC,
Students Against Communism,
and I quote: "SAC, by mildly inviting four Democratic hopefuls
for the same office to intelligently discuss platform issues,
performed a great service to
sensible democracy."
I want to draw the attention
of Mr. Scoville to the kind of
speakers the SAC has sponsored
in the past and kind of a democracy they advocate.
First, last semester SAC
sponsored a speaker from L.A.
who attacked the federal government and claimed that the
Social Security act is a menace
to the American people, and
that it may lead toward socialism.
Secondly, another speaker
who is hopeful of becoming governor of this state, declared in
the question and answer period
that he doesn’t belong to the
John Birch society, but that he
knows of many dedicated citizens who belong. The head of
this society claimed that the
person who holds the highest
judicial position in the United
States is helping the Red cause.

a-n-ci

Parry

I i it ally , SA(’ spun:wired a
speaker who belongs to an elite
who believe that any reforms
!hal concern labor and management are Communist -inspired.
From such a group of speakers everyone must realize what
the intention of the SAC is in
the case of sponsoring the Democratic candidates for the 25th
Assembly District.
If SAC is so greatly concerned for the students to have
a genuine and wholesome outlook on different problems,
wouldn’t it be better if it sponsored speakers who are impartial toward any political group,
and represent both phases of the
problem, so that the students
will be able to make up their
own minds concerning those
problems?
Dabbgh
ASB 16889

Conservative Gives
Positive Approach
Editor:
Much concern often is expressed by peace agitators and
"modern liberals" over the preponderance of military speeding
and its alleged tendency to create the atmosphere of a "warfare state." Some of those on
the liberal fringe have even
gone so far as to suggest that
a coup d’etat by the armed
forces of this nation is imminent.
As a conservative, I must admit that I am somewhat less
than jubilant over the $50 billion in military expenditures appropriated by congress every
year. However, there are numerous dangers and fallacies
that are scattered rather generously throughout the proposals

Brazil’s Peasants Ignorant
Of Efforts To Aid by U.S.
By PHIL NIA% HOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
By New World standards, Recife is an ancient city which lies
along the Atlantic ocean near
Brazil’s eastern-most bulge. A
sea breeze relieves the heat from
an equatorial sun, bouncing off
cobble-stone streets and old
buildings of yellowed stucco.
It is Brazil’s third largest city
and it is a haven for smugglers
who have found the peddling of
American cigarettes, razor blades
and automobiles a better living
than can be obtained on the
parched plains inland.
Away from the waterfront is
the swank Portuguese club where
tropical flowers bloom and there
is a swimming pool.
PEASANT ANGER
Among the fashionable homes
in the neighborhood are those of
absentee owners of Pernambuco
state’s vast plantations, worked
by tenant farmers increasingly
rebellious under the prodding of
the Communist-led Peasants
league and the pressures of starvation brought on by the drought
which grips the whole of northeast Brazil.
The drought extends over
eight northeastern states with a
population of more than 20 million, and in all of them violence
rides close to the surface.
Hungry peasants raided market places and in Pesqueira
sacked a warehouse.

UNCLE .701111

Pernambuco officials who
seized all available supplies of
black beans and corn for distribution to the peasants, estimated
that in Recife warehouses there
were 2000 tons of beans controlled by speculators.
Brazilian officials meeting
urgently, if belatedly, in Recife
knew that only quick action
could avert a major explosion
among people who earned 50
cents a day and were being
asked to pay 90 cents a pound
for beans.
MEASURE
The same pressures were upon
President Kennedy and Brazilian
President Joao Goulart when
for 131/i hours they conferred in
Washington last month.
Out of that conference came
promises of immediate U.S. help
and long-range plans calling for
each nation to contribute almost
equally a total of $275 million
for construction of roads, electric power and educational facilities and irrigation.
But the pressing need was
now. As a first step, the U.S.
announced this week that 10,000 tons of surplus U.S. beans
would be shipped in by the
quickest transportation. Even
that was a month away.
Meanwhile, among the peasant who cannot read and hence
knew nothing of these plans for
their future, the fires were
building.

get that refreshing new feeling
with Coke!

an..

Bottled under authotlty of
The Coca-Cola Company by C,,ceCole 60+41;n.3 Conveny of San Jose

ROYAL HOSTESS CO.
1290 Terestia Dr., San Jose
Alpine 2-8546

Specific examples of these
rather dubious goals which have
been tried or currently are being advocated by individuals in
and out of the administration
include our painful experience
with an unpoliced nuclear test
ban; the infamous and dangerous "general and eoliipiele disarmament" plan which was proposed by our representative at
the Geneva disarmament talks
line complete program, incidentally, is contained in a U.S.
government pamphlet entitled
"Freedom from War," available
for 15 cents); the proposal by
one of the contributors to
Liberal Papers calling for the
Soviet Union to plug into our
Distant Early Warning system;
and the proposal now being
bandied about which would set
up a direct line from Washington to Moscow to be used if
some one "accidentally" pushes
the button starting World War
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A BEAUTIFUL
RAINBOWAND AT
THE END A POT
OF

1

Select from our famous collection of matched bridal
pairs . . only the finest
diamonds and the most exquisite mountings are represented ... at prices that
reflect extraordinary value.
USE OUR DIVIDEND PAYMENT
PLAN
No Interest or Carrying Charges

*
*
*
*
*

If you have a car a eallable and are free to work
Call or Write

The liberal approach consists
of such things as peace of lenses
-peace races," and "reciprocid
reduction of tensions," all of
which are advocated, in one
form or another, in a publication receiving somewhat more
than passing notice lately, called
the Liberal Papers. Each of
these proposals is designed to
create an atmosphere of "trust,
cooperation and friendship" with
the Communist bloc.

NOT A POT OF
GOLD -A STACK OF
GOLDEN BROWN PANCAKES/THE RAINBOW
ENDS RIGHT AT UNCLE
JOHN’S./

Consider Summer Employment
with All These Advantages

BETWEEN BITES...

to reduce tensions or to disarm
advocated by our friends on the
left and after examining them
I would like to athocate a more
positive approach to
the
problem.

//w4

STOP WASTING SUMMERS
Earn Up to 51 00 a Week or more if you are above average.
Work With a Reputable Company. Nationally famous in its field.
Work According To Your Own Schedule. You set your own hours.
Work Anywhere in No Calif. Even in your home town.
Continue On a Port Time Basis when you return to classes
next fall.
* Earn Cosh Scholarships (from 5100 to 5600).

Folk
Pre!

UNCLE JOHNS
JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE

1415 SOUTH MARKET ST., SAN JOSE
FARMER’S MARKET, SAN MATEO
1301 EL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE
1680 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA
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Folk Music Club Annual Music Festival
Presents Guitarist To Present Original Work

an evening of folk songs, balAds and ethnic songs by guitar ., GUY Cara wan will be presented Saturday at 8 p.m. in TH55
by the SJS Folk Music club.
Carawan, who holds an M.A.
:a tiociology from UCLA, Is not s1 as an authority on ethnic
oiltures of the southern United
States, from the Atlantic seacoast to the Ozark mountains
old Mississippi river.
Field research in such little
known areas as the Carolina
sea islands has resulted in Caraaaa’s repertoire of ballads and
other traditional songs.
The singer also lectures on
folklore, music and sociology in
elassrooms and workshops on
American campuses.
In 1956 Carawan began his
professional career in music with
ppearances at such night clubs
as Los Angeles’ The Ash Grove,
San Francisco’s Purple Onion
and Chicago’s Gate of Horn.
Tickets to the singer-guitarst’s SJS performance will be
old for $1.50 at the door.

An origins,
os0000tion by a former SJS student
and present professor will be
performed Friday during the
Music department’s fifth annual
Contemporary Music festival.
"I Saltimbanchi" for two pianos, written by Stanley Hollingsworth, assistant mailessor
of music, will be included on

STANLEY HOLLINGSWORTH
. . . prof composes music

Tickets for the annual Senior
Recognition Banquet are now on
sale in the Student Affairs business office, TH16. and cost $2
each.
The May 27 dinner at Lou’s
Village in San Jose will feature
a 5:30 p.m. social hour and 7
p.m. dinner.
Open to seniors and guests
only. this event honors outstanding seniors.

the all -day program, which takes
place in Concert Hall.
The festival consists of original compositions for band, orchestra and chamber groups. A
composers’ panel will be held in
the morning with Thomas Ryan,
professor of music, moderating.
Hollingsworth studied at SJS
under William Erlendson, professor of music, between 1941
and 1943. The pianist also studied for two years tinder the
well known French modernist
Darius Milhaud at Mills college.
After serving his Army duty,
Hollingsworth attended the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia, where he was a pupil
of Giano-Carlo Menotti.
A Mass for chorus and string
orchestra, Op. 1. was the mucian’s first substantial work.
liedicated to .Erlendson, the
work was commissioned by
Ihuntiartan Oaks of Flamed university.
Ibillingsworth first at
attention with an opera based
,n flans Christian Anderson’s
ry tale. "The Mother." Commissioned by the Curtis institute
and written for television, the
work was introduced in 1"7,
on Philadelphia’s station WPTZ.
"The Mother" was the only
nominated f

WHAT HAPPENS
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AN ADVENTURE
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THE LADY

Juan Valenzuela, professional
modern dancer, will be the guest
of Orchesis, SJS co-educational
modern dance group tonight at
7 in a master class in jazz.
The class will he held in the
Women’s gym. Films from recent Orchesis dance concerts will
also be shown. The public is invited.
Orchesis is an activity of the
Women’s Recreation asso

CATALOGUE ARIA
One of the most familiar excerpts is the so-called "catalogue aria." in which the Don’s
servant, Leporello, tries to con -

i); . . .
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DON GIOVANNI
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sole a lover jilted by
In effect, he tells her that she
wasn’t the first, nor is she likely
to be the last, woman the Don
has tossed aside.
He takes out a black book and
begins to list the various conquests of his master.
In Italy there were 40; in
Turkey, 91; in France, 100; in
Germany 231 and in Spainin
Spain -1003!
One gathers from Leporello
that apparently Don Giovanni
isn’t too fussy, for he tells of
women of all sizes, shapes, ranks
and complexions,
BLONDES, BRUNETTES
Leporello also discloses the
Don’s technique: he praises
blondes for their gentleness, brunettes for their consistency.
The opera is a mixture of the
tragic and the comic.
Even Mozart was aware that
he had produced neither an opera buffs, nor an opera seria.
He labeled "Don Giovanni" a
"d ramma giocoso," or gay
drama.
The score is deftly constructed and unified. It begins and
ends in the same eerie minor
key and all important action is
set in the same or a relates]
tonality.
MUSICAL JOKE
Mozart plays a little musical
joke at the banquet scene just
before the Don is dragged off
to hell.
An on-stage orchestra serenading the Don plays, in perfect
harmony with the orchestra in
the pit, a melody from an earlier
Mozart opera, "The Marriage of
Figaro."
011 pos,
/ ppowdly, MC ’WW1
the dramatic overture to "Don
Giovanni" sin the night before
the final rehearsal, with his wife
attempting to keep him awake
and refreshed with periodic offerings of punch.
The action is set in 17th cos
tury Seville, apparently a poo
ular locale for operatic plots.
(Other operas with Seville
ealities include Beethoven’s st
Bizet’s ever-popular "Ca. men." and, of com-se. Rossini.,
farce. "The Barber of Seville.")
"Ism Giovanni." sung in English, will he presented May 25,
26, 30 and 31 and June 1-2 in
College Theater. Tickets may he
obtained at the theater hos office, Fifth and San Fernando
sts.. wevkdays. 1-5 p.m. Admission is fie cents students and $1.
general.
--

Little Tread Schoolhouse
Wheels With Population
By ROCHELLE SINGER
CHICAGO I UPD-- A Chicago
executive believes he has the
answer to the nation’s shifting
school population - shifting
classrooms.
Paul D. Shlensky, head of Mobile School Facilities Inc., said
mobile -type rOoMK can put
school space where it’s needed
relatively economically and
without delay.
On the outside, mobile classrooms look like two joined
house trailers, minus wheels. Inside they look like classroms.
Chicago’s board of education
has bought 150 such units to
help solve the probleri of double-shift classes. Some are in
operation. But their use has
aroused controversy.
Negro leaders say the mobile
rooms are being used to "maintain patterns of racial segregation." Some groups would prefer
to ease the crowded classroom
problem by moving pupils to
other schools where space is
available.
The National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) holds that it
would be less costly to move
pupils. An NAACP spokesman
said the situation is being studied "to get the true facts to present to the school board."
Edwin C. Berry, executive director of the Chicago Urban
League, said the mobile units
are being planted in predominantly Negro areas. The s011001

liNyb thai’s where they’re
needed.
The Chicago units cost $8160.
Shlensky’s units are rented at
$250 a year He figures t he
units will stay in good condition
at least 10 years.
"Our mobile units are 40 by
20 feet and can accommodate an
instructor anti 30 pupils," he
said. "S u eh facilities enable
school systems to provide seating
space quickly while permanent
building construction is being
financed."
Shlensky said the units can be
parted through the middle when
it comes time to move them.
They can be jacked up, placed
on wheeLs, and moved to another site.
"Each classroom has its own
cloakroom. lavatory
full wall-length blackboard, windows, bulletin board, art exhibit
board area, book shelves, water
fountain and ventilation system," Shlensky said.
Heating and lighting equipment can be connected to the
main school utilities. Shlensky
said, and most units can be put
into service in less than a week.
He said his firm has received
inquires from school boards in
Milwaukee, Tustin, Calif., and
Warrensburg, Sweet Springs
and St. Joseph. Mn.
1111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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Ken Kragen Presents
FRIDAY. MAY 25th, of 8.10 PM

SAN JOSE
MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM
St el

EVERY TOP SIRLOIN DINNER
For Only $149

cquiPeo Re4tauPant
21,7
1-1
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NEWBERRYS
TROPICANA

2 Student ’Musts’
BADMINTON SET
4 Player
Complete with Carrying Case
Stakes, Net, Rackets & Shuttle Cocks
Easily Set Up at Beach

388
CAR & BEACH LAMP
Red Flashing Light
Life Saver in Case of Flat Tire or
Engine Trouble
Indispensable at Beach Parties
Unconditionally Guaranteed

488

SC

I, ’

Bowling

BONUS COUPON

Romantic?"

ON LAMP PURCHASE
$1.00 Off on Presentation

.,

ON SALE NOW,
San Jose Elo Office

Espiration Date May 24, 0.57

Sainte Claire Hotel

Market and Son Carlos
CY 5.0888
1433

The
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Alameda

LAST DAY
COMEDY’
A RH EJ els
"A WEEKEND WITH LULU"
-HOW TO MURDER A RICH UNCLE
Charles Coburn

NArl Pat,ck

V..., 1, le,r.

Please
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NEWBERRY’S TROPICANA

envelops

Story & King Roads

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
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MAJORITY OF ONE
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Orchesis Presents
Modern Dancer

Alma & Almodea

A FOX WEST C AS-T- THEATRE

STATE
FAIR

AMOROUS; EPISODES
Mozart’s opera follows the
Satanic Don from one amorous
episode tq another and ends as
the boastful lover is dragged defiantly down to hell by a ghostly statue.
For many, "Don Giovanni" is
the perfect opera. But, the pious
Beethoven considered it immoral.
Mozart’s score is filled to the
bursting point with graceful
melodies, dramatic ensembles
and vivid musical characterizat ions.
Sparkling arias and duets rapidly follow one another.

.1 Speech ami Drama Pradurtion

40

HEATERS
sr... War and Pea, itore o!

FOX

RODGERS sil
i;YINVI

to roe oak .
Fair Lady" is
Who ,.,
the longest running musical in
history?
The Lerner and Lowe opus is
a mere infant when compared
with the "musical- to be given
six performances by the SJS
Speech and Drama department
as the 1962 opera workshop.
The opera, Mozart’s melodious
(some claim miraculous) "Don
Giovanni," will in another 25
years chalk up a second century
of continuous performance since
its premiere in 1787.
"Don Giovanni," or Don Juan,
is a setting to music of some of
the escapades of one of history’s
most famous rakes.

FREE CAR

int,10111.

HAMMERSTEIN’S

’Don Giovanni’ Nears End
Of 200 Years of Shows

/15-3410

RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY
MS
SO.

SPRING DANCE
Allen Hall residents and their guests danced to the music of
Orin Blattner at their spring formal held at Adobe Creek Lodge
last Saturday night. Chuck Fox and Bill Keeler, both of SJS, entertained with ballads and folk songs.
Allen Hall residents herald their colleague Bob MeEsven for
his work in forming a representative pushcart relay team.

Woodblock prints and watercolors of the contemporary Japanese artist Shiko Munakata
will end their exhibition in the
SJS Art Gallery Friday.
Munakata is placed by experts among the great Japanese
artists who have revitalized
woodblock printing. He achieved
international recognition after
winning first prize at the Sao
Paulo and Venice biennials in
11155 and 1956.
Zen doctrines and Japanese
folk art are admitted by the
artist as influences upon his
work. Munakata’s prints also reflect early medieval Japanese
woodcuts of black and white
Buddhists.
The printmaker’s work represents Buddhist divinities and
landscape, or illustrates Buddhist scriptures and Japanese
poetry. Brushed color is often
added to his black and white
prints.
Munakata has also published
numerous hooks on woodprinting His SJS exhibition is circulated by the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition
service.

SPARTAN
DAM IN THEATRE
So Firsl it AIME

LORI MARTIN MARTIN BALSAM
lACi KRUSCHEN TELLY SAVALAS
BARRIE CHASE]
401,11111.

CAMPUS BEAUTIES
Sigma Nu announced Carolee Shradel, Kappa Alpha Theta
sophomore art major, as the fraternity’s White Rose Queen at the
annual ball held this year in Squaw Valley.
Magna 101 chose Sue Hinshaw, Kappa Alpha Theta sophomore
music major, as a princess in the Orchid Queen contest which was
held recently by the fraternity.
Sigma Phi Epsilon: Coming up this Saturday night are the
festivities of the Queen of Hearts ball. Finalists for the event
which will be held in Sacramento are Elane Brinker of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Sue Davies of Alpha Phi and Gloria Ferrari of
Gamma Phi Beta,
Kappa Delta: Margie Davidson, Kappa Delta pledge class president, WRA crowned Lambda Chi Crescent Girl at the fraternity’s
recent formal dance.
LEADING THE FIELD
Alpha Chl Omega members Linda Lindsey, Nancy Douglas, Ann
Warren and Bonnie Shaffer are on the list of orientation leaders
for the fall semester.
Kappa Alpha Theta Kathy McKay attained appointment as
undersecretary in charge of housing and meals for the Model United
Nations conference which will be held next spring at SJS.

NORTH SCREEN
TWO WOMEN
THE HUSTLERS

o-leound i

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor

It, Nes% York I. itos. t toss
award during the 1960 season
Recently staged in New York
with Patricia Newsy in the leading role. the opera has also been
performed in Toronto.
Hollingsworth’s second opera,
composed for television and commissioned by NBC, is "La
Grande Bretche." Based on Bidzac’s short horror story, the opera was telecast coast to coast
in 1957.
The composer is best known
locally for his "Stabat Mater,"
a score for choir and orchestra
written in 1957 for SJS’ centennial celebrations.
"I Saltimbanchr which will
he performed by piano students
Donald Chan and Ric Trimillos
Friday. is an unpublished manuscript, as are all works included on the festival.

Watercolor Display
By Japanese Artist

Senior Recognition
Dinner Tickets on Sale
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’Blunders,’ ’Velveteens’ Hold
Spotlight at Co-Re c Tonight

NSF Awards Grants

To Three SJS Profs
11.1111 01,1
\ I’

I I,

ti, three

.-n

The -Blunders" will he on hravt ;drawing crowds of rsoo Ciii 50.4
with music fur the twisters at to- according tat head
1,t1o,
night’s Co-flee, starting at 730 at the door.
in the Women’s gym.
The "Velveteens" v.-ill sit:ae the
spotlight with the "Blunde:
the music department. The
games-- badminton, volleyball, ping
pong, and quiet games will be
featured,
VANDENBERG APR, Calif.
A student body card is the only tUP11.- The Air Force
yesterday
admission required.
launched a satellitepossibly of
The mid-week activity has been.
the Discoverer series- -but again’
wiled the shot in secrecy that has
covered all recent space elf, t,.

.orreillly at
stat&irti university imd %Aill remain there tor the next academic
year. Professor Prather received
Ill’, B.S. in 1955 and his M.S. in
1058 from h.
fornia

Jo,e State en :ineerimz nro(es Ai:: for the 141;24:’. academic
year.
proLeonard M14111441.
1..sssur of 60.1 engineering. will go
ho Startiord to study the econotr;.
aspects of ckil er,,ineering.
fe......01 Bushnell received his Iin 1949 f.oni thi
Caldornia at Iterge!ey lie
to ermiplete his work for
ter’s ilegire and start work.
it Ph.D.
Prancis Huang, ass:stunt
sor of meehanical engirwerin.
:(
.1110
iii
attend Columbia university where
undergo a brief training session
he will so tidy themnslynamies while
Friday and Saturday, when stuworking fur his Ph.D. Professor
dent government personnel hold
Huang graduated from SJS in! their annual retmit at Ai 11.012W
1961 and receied his M.S. from
campgrounds.
Startha d university in 195,,.
Purpose of the meeting, accordRecei% no’ the rant for the second tins. is Ronald Prather, as- ing to retreat committee Chairman
Jud Clink, is to help smooth the
-istant prof.. .sin! of eleetrioal entransition from une administ ration to the next.
Approximately 60 students, presBig Me
ent officers as well as new, air
Aeastioced
lemma Savings
expected to attend the meeting.
Women and married men over
net
21: PO lett III dividend. or
A general session Saturtia
net
17
current
on
(bated
?
SdIS
cent dMideed). Slagle men
.nidede reports by ASH Pre.
net
23 1252 less 143 dividend or
I.41,1, anti Vice Pre0n1...
61 $201.
Liab.litv- IS 00
S14/10 ROO
1:111 liaLlek on the student goveti,
Darnae and 1500 Men cal
siirnents. Other coverages at "inaamt’s progress during the
Payments ten b

Another Satellite
Launched by A.F.

New ASS, Class
Off;cus Tc
!ring Session

wrongs.
ads oneii. twice or four times
Cell or write for full info,
....on to George H. Campbell
S66 iiiola Asenue. Stinneeel
*Ease 1-1741 (dee A nits)

Signups For S.F.
Tour Due Today
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Future Looks Dim for Backers
Of Proposal for Closing 7th St.

.noffs, only three would
.115,

If

Siegfried

cou

... anytime!

STEAK 135

Z.

pong tables assure everyone a chance to play,
though there sometimes is a short wait on
nights with large crowds.
0"" S. l".

receiv,

looked like Dr. Pace. Moore and - all, temporary, in this case, may
Siegfried would be elected.
very well mean permanent."
What the candidates, two of
She added that before vol lb:
which were incumbents, didn’t affirmatively on the measure. -!..
plan for was a parking meter will have to study an engineera
report on streets and traffic.
scandal- to the tune of $80,000.
Fischer, on the other hand,
When the voters got a glimpse
of the situation, they played seemed more interested in the
"hands off" of all incumbents. A parking problem in the vicinity of
policy which also meant "hands ’the college and less in the closure
of Seventh at,
off" Seventh St.
’MORE EVIDENCE’
Although Dr. Pace, still in fa"I’m against closing the street
vor of the closure, received backing from the voters, two other until more evidence, pro or con,
candidates not in favor of the is revealed." he said.
measure were also put in office.
"At present, all I know about
the Seventh St. issue is what I
WINNERS
Those candidates were Mrs. have read in the newspapers
Virginia Shaffer. housewife, and think the big problem is parkin
Fischer owns a mortuary
Clyde Fischer. local mortician.
According to Mrs. Shaffer. "The Santa Clara St. and said stuiltic
council shouldn’t jeopardize its po- parking perturbs persons in busssition by closing the street. After- nevi.

Business Division Presents
Achievement BanquetTonight

hI
dough soles to push hint up to
d place. there would again be
nree on the council in favor of th,
Robert Welch, councilman
Sa n Jose Slate College’s Busi- the Santa Clara county 1,.
. favor of the measure, was not ine’ss
other student benefits
division will present its grounds beginning at 6:45.
,. for re-election.
Eight hundred college snider’
fourth annual achievement banBut then there was a third canquet tonight at the pavilion at faculty members. San Jose
Try our
! date for council to be considered.
hay area businessmen and Md.
this third candidate favored the
leaders are expected to atthe clositre would pass with
tend,
.ur council votes.
One of the highlights of the afThen Dr. Joseph Pace, candi16 Clean
fair will be the recognition of
for council, announced to the
Business division students %,
Hirtan Daily that if elected. he
GENEVA IUPII
The United have made outstanding sthola,
;Aid be firmly behind the messStates called on the 17 -nation Dis- records during the 1961-62 b
Dr. Pace was first in the
armament conference yesterday to demic year. These awards will
CY 4-7800
keep outer space free of nuclear elude the Alpha Al Sirat ass.,
’rhings were bright because it
weapons.
given annually to the outstanding
U.S. delegate Charles C. Stelle man or woman in the senior class.
outlined an American plan for enBanquet speaker will be Rol.,
suring that space satellites and R. Gros, vice president and p
other vehicles fired into the at- lie relations manager of the I’.
mosphere do not contain nuclear ’cific Gas & Electric co. Groweapons. He spoke to the confer- ats() widely known as a w.
D r.tOt fl WOPTHY OF PP i OF AND
ence’s 36th plenary session.
,
traveler, foreign corresponi.
-We must have agreement ,to and commentator on current
ensure that outer space becomes faits. His talk will be emit:.
an impetus to man’s peaceful "The Winds of Freedom."
progress and not a battleground
Since graduating from Stanford
of the future," Stelle said.
university in 1935 with Phi Beta
He said future space launchings Kappa honors, Gros has combin...!
should be controlled by a network advertising and public Mai, of ground based, or possibly space- with a close interest in world
born instruments to check against fairs. He has interviewed n
unreported launchings.
leading world figures.
%%hen IOU hut her that ring heap in

35‘

ss,

TAKE THAT!An international student blasts
a shot to his opponent in a friendly game of
ping pong at a recent Co-Rec. Twelve ping

By CAROLYN PERRI
Things look dim for San Jose’
;State students, faculty members’
and administrators who hoped the
recent city council election would:
Today is the deadline for stu- turn the tide on their struggle’
,..nts wishing to join the Tour for the closure of Seventh St.
Once the struggle for the closure
:rod Campfire club’s trip to San
of the street needed only one afi.’rancisco Sunday.
Students may sign up at tables, firmative vote to passthe city !
dside the cafeteria for the trip. ,1 council was tied up three to three!
A regular $12.50 value, the trip; with the city manager coming out
ill be offered to SJS students’ for the temporary closure.
With the city council election
r $4.50. according to Mrs. Eliza-11 Stewart, assistant professor , and the announcement that a runoff election would he held, things
: English and club adviser.
Students may join the club for looked fairly bright.
IN FAVOR
.e trip only, if so desired.
Mayor Paul Moore, incumbent
An overnight trip is scheduled
who formerly came out in favor
or Saturday. May 26 to Yosemite
park. Students attending the trip of the closing, was second choice
%Aill pay $1030 for the regularly in the first election and George
Siegfried. councilman also in fapriced $2730 tour.
vor, came in fourth.
Of the six candidates In the

RENT A

?

Weekend Co-Rec
Reopens Saturday

U.S Asks World
For Co-operation

Alleys

Downtown Bows

375 IcV. Santo Clara St.

cuff"

Al

alt

Give

mind that it ’sill tit one at the few
ion, silt oiti treature ail
P
her life Let it be aunt a...fishing.

ROGER MARIS says:

The &Neter), in Lott between one
ring and another that is fins,. is
forgotten. But the added toy
tontInutt alown ihnpugh he 1tarlb
Make our salt [lion I Prericr’l
io he sure .1 top gdelitt, salve.
and sis log. ( nine iii /40I00

An emerald-cut diamond
with two baguettes
modestly priced at eel,

NO MONEY DOWN
IIRMS TO SUIT YOU

\

(I/Of)"!

WHIN IT COMES TO DIAMONDS .
YOUlt DO UST AT PROCTOR 5’
’PI SOUTH HIS? STRUT downtown ..
,

TRY

$495

307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGf

t.’/CTJ

Fine Dinners at
Low Prices
Chicken
Dinner
$1.25
Special Steak
Dinner
$1.10
$1.49
Top Sirloin Dinner

abourat.
AQUA MELVA,

’141;4\

IT’S THE AFTER -SHAVE LOTION THAT’S
BETTER FOR YOUR SKIN!
contains
(letSk’illtamt Ice Blue A-,
ner. Keeps
litteneettn. a wonderful skin ... ;,...
skin from drytne out. There’s a wonderful feeling
ot fitness when you splaah on nook Valiis after
shoe or shower. (mt %Whams tee Blue Aqua
YLLVA in the handsome decanter bottle.

545 So,

525

YAGER & SILVA
(The Complete Service Station)

Double CASH
Stamp Days
(Every Day)
on

Major Gas at Independent
Prices
Plus

All Cigarettes - - - 22‘

We honor Coast and
Bank Americards

MEN’ GET A
SHAVE THAT’S
"RAZOR -BLADE

CLOSEELECTRIC
USE ’,Mims

laebietria.
. not 6111.1.40l

Su

4

Now Offers S.J.S. Students

Top Journeyman Mechanics
on Duty

RAZOR

GF

HOUSE
ARCHIE’S STEAK
2nd

It
Is without stinging!
Was a brisk, manly scent!

’tag 5:0.441

Lti 1962
,corcl The
a

gel C.411

williams Ice Blue

t

End!

Come anti

AQUA VELVA!
7 "’-

-r-

Chrome Wheels

4F-ER-Si-IAVE SENSATION

-

PA-c-cTr.cy-t’4
tit

RFALLY DIFFERENT

The Air Force would not confirm the launch achieved any
A revamped, rejuvenated. rede- goals, or whether it entered mist
signed Weekend Co-Rue opens The satellite was not identified t
Saturday in the Women’s gym at I name, but the booster used
identical to that of previous
12:20, then again at 8 p.m.
coverer efforts.
Offered to those attending will I
be basketball, volleyball, badminton, croquet, ping pong, trampoline (1:30-9:30), swinuning (1-1,
shuffleboard and softball.
Those swimmtng must bring
by Power King Products
their own suits, according to Lee
$75
Morton, publicity chairman of the
weekend event.
Now Available at
At 8 p.m. Saturday night, an
outdoor dance with a live band will
R and R Speed Shop
he held at the Women’s gym sotley ball courts. The "Blenders"
1403 El Camino
will be on hand for the vocaLs at
Mountain View
9. The weekend frivolity will end,
TO 7-7242
:it 10 p 111.

78 So. 4th St,

CY 5-8968

No se

St.t")o expsJci caa’

its Tic
tantar
wondc

I sports

Busy Weekend Ahead
For Spartan Spikers

g?saity
ay 16, 1962

SPARTAN DAILT--6

Spartan Baseball Club
Ends Successful Year
The Spartan

baseball squad end - big improvement ....el. the 1961
1462 season with a winning Spartan record of 16-23.
The top hitter on the squad Was
got The final tally for San Jose
wed a 21-17 mark. It was a shortstop Dom Ascani who compiled a .394 batting average. His
shortstop rival Ron Lindenman was
second among the regulars with
a .324 average.
Carl Fisher led the team in
COCKTAIL DRESSES
home run output with three. Lon
WEDDING DRESSES
TrOmero and Len Rosenfeld wets,
the only other Spartans to hit
Rent or Buy
more than one homer. Fisher also
Lovely Creations
had 30 RBIs to lead the club.
for as little as
The leader in three departments
was Ken Takahashi. Ile had the
$7.50 up
most hits 1341, the most runs
(28) and the most stolen bases
p
(12). He tied with Romero in the
C-.1. core
latter department.
Jerry Guibor led the regulars
4525 Corona Dr.
in earned run average despite the
San Jose
fact that he had a 5-6 record. Jim
AL 2-7510
Visher was the top fire-ball artist,
striking out 72 men in 85% inAL 2-9532
nings.
Hrs., 930.9,30
Visher and Bill Dawson led the
club in wins with seven apiece.
910-12:00 Sat,
Dawson lost three games, one less
than Visher.

FORMALS

GRACE BALL

SECRETARIAL COLLEGE
San Francisco by the Golden Gate

Executive Secretarial Course

for
College and University Women

...A

525

NEXT ENROLLMENT DATES ARE JULY 9
SEPTEMBER 18
Send for College Catalog

Sutter Street,

corner Powell, San Francisco 2

111111511V12

.1
4- ee

M1111

I

EX 2-5232

MEXICO
NEVER HAD IT
SO GOOD

s.=
No sense traveling south of the border to get that lip-smack’n
Mexican food. Right here in San Jose at the corner of 4th and
St. James you’ll find a place that serves Mexican food that

tops any

you’ll find even in
Mexico. The place? That’s right,
it’s Tico’s Tacos for those delicious tacos plus other equally
tantalizing Mexican dishes. Come in today and discover the
wonderful world of Mexican food at Tico’s Tacos.

Tico’s Taros
4th and St. James

SUMMER ISSUE

ON SALE

TODAY

By FRED II 5(.1 5 D
San Jose State’..,
,
has
a busy weekend ahead of it.
A squad of 10 Spartans leave tomorrow with Coach Bud Winter
for Los Angeles where they will
compete in Friday night’s Coliseum
Relays.
Saturday a full SJS team, Including those participating in Friday’s action, will compete in the
Northern California Invitational
meet at Stanford.
Winter reports miler Ben
Tucker has looked good in practice this week and should be
ready for a top performance at
lAnt Angeles. "He’s mentally up
for the meet." Winter said.
Tucker will be facing the toughest competition of his life in Peter
WORLD INDOOR SHOT PUT record holder Gary Gubner is
Snell, the world record holder; Jim
slated to tangle with USC’s Dallas Long in Friday night’s ColiGrelle, who has run 3:59.9 this
year; Bobby Seaman. and Laurie
seum Relays in Los Angeles. Gubner, who competes for New
Elliott, brother of the ex-world re,.
York university, is pictured above making his record 64-11% toss.
ord holder Herb Elliott. Ben’s be-,
time this season Is 4:03.6.
Jeff Fishback, who will represent SJS in the 3000-meter steeBATTING
plechase Friday, may have some
NAME
G
AB H 28 3B HR R
RBI SB AVG top local
competition in his event
Asetmi
29
71
28
6
0
1
16
16
4
.394 in the not too distant future.
Wilson
3
3
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
.333
Ron Davis, half of San Jose’s
Lindenman
27
71
23
0
1
0
10
13
6
.324
Takahashi
38
106
34
3
1
0
28
16
12
.321
Romero
35
76
21
3
1
2
18
15
12
.276
Fisher
37
116
31
1
4
3
22
30
4
.261
Van Amburg
22
47
12
0
2
0
9
4
0
.255
Visher
15
28
7
0
0
0
6
2
0
.250
The SJS women’s fencing team
Dawson
12
32
8
1
0
0
3
5
0
.250 took third place in its division of
Vice
32
106
26
3
2
1
27
15
10
.245 the annual Interscholastic-InterBauer
18
50
12
0
1
0
5
6
1
.240 collegiate Fencing assn. meet here
Chell
0
8
8
0
.232 last Saturday. The men’s team
29
69
16
1
1
Calcagno
16
35
7
2
0
0
12
4
2
.200 nabbed the No. 7 slot in its diviLa Borde
10
10
2
0
0
0
2
5
0
.200 sion.
Molinaro
4
5
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
.200
The fencing team is an activity
Lanctot
4
5
1
0
0 0
0
1
0
.200 of the Women’s Recreation assn.
Doak
20
42
8
2
0 0
8
3
0
.190 of the Department of Physical
Ertl
31
85
16
1
1
0
8
5
1
.188 Education for Women.
Piment el
40
129
24
5
2
0
18
19
4
.187
First place in the women’s dix t32
80
14
3
0
Rosenfeld
2
10
15
0
.175 alon was tied by Stanford and the
Rowers
24
53
9
2 0
1
8
5
1
.170 University of California. First in
11
19
3
0
0
Skinner
0
2
2
0
.158 the men’s division was San FranDangers
0
0
0
4
3
2
.133 cisco state college.
9
15
2
14
26
2
0 0
0
3
2
Guibor
0
.077
2
2
0
0 0 0
0
0
0
.000
Welykholowa
3
:3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
.000
Hendee
.232
41 1284 308 33 16 10 228 198
59
TOTALS
Runoff for second place in the
PITCHING
Women’s Recreation assn, bass SO 138 W-L ERA ball league will take place at 4:15
GS GC
IF
H R-ER
NAME
7
2-2
4
4
1-0 2.08 p.m. today on the women’s physical
0
0
82/3
Wilson
3
5-6 2.43 education field.
44-23
9 85 1/3
76
48 49
. 14 10
Guibor
0-0 3.00
6-3
4
5
O
9
7
Rosenfeld
. 2
0
Blackmore Hall and Kappa Kap54-32
72 53
7-4 3.36 pa Gamma are vying for the No
8 RS 2/3
89
15
9
Visher
7-3 4.10 2 position. Sigma Kappa and Coral
72
46-35
60 :32
Dawson
13 10
5 77
0-0 4.30 Manor will battle for first place
13-7
11 13
3
3
O 14 2/3
13
Molinaro .
3-3 4.82 on May 23.
39-28
21 15
8
47
. 12
3 52 1/3
Skinner
4
8
9-6
1-1 107:
O
51/3
5
2
1
Welykholowa
301 213-136 224 176 24-17 1
41 41 25 268
TOTALS

Final Baseball Statistics

Women Fencers
Third in Division

one-two mile punch is attempting
to make the switch to the steeplechase. He has vowed he’ll stay with
Jeff all the way the first time he
faces him in regular competition.
Other Spartsum competing In
Lou Angeles besides Tucker and
Fishback are high jumper Vance
Barnes, Bruce McCullough (400meter hurdles), Henry Lawson,
Danny Murphy and the 430-yard
relay team of Willie Williams,
Pete Petrinotich. Lynn Peterson
and Bruce McCullough plus an
alternate.
McCullough’s winning time of
51.8 in the 440-yard hurdles at
Saturday’s West Coast Relays was
a San Jose school record. It is
equivalent to the best time in the
country this year for the 400-meter

P.E. Advisement
Finishes Friday
Yanmer and
Ari,.;ement
fall semesters ends Friday for all
Physical Education majors and
minors. The program is mandatory
for all men with P.E. majors or
minors.
The advisers’ schedules can be
found on the bulletin board in
the men’s gymnasium.

SUMMER ;-1ELP
WANTED
Male Students for introductory marketing program. You
can earn next year’s full
school cents And more.

In( 1%1:EMU’S 1)11,’Clul* 1):111 I:111,1h

will hold a closed meeting with
two fraternities representatives
today to discuss the possible use
of ineligible men in the intramural
track and field meet held Sunday
Ion the Spartan Field.
Independent soft hall action

.in
let t
the heap with three teams 1..
for second place.
The league-leaders downed Si:
fonia 6-1 as John Riggle struck
out five men and gave up only
three hits.
The Pollee School was MI14pended for the league. The group
used three Ineligible men in its
12-2 IINUI to Lambda Delta Sig.
ma Monday. John Ross hornered
for LDS.
The Draft Dodgers, who are in
second place along with LDS and
Omega Tau Alpha, handed the
Beavers a 13-6 defeat. Art Burns
pitched a four hitter and tripled
along with Marty Cooper and Don
Boer.
OTA heat Newman Knights 7-1,
led by a grand slam homer hy
Max Lancaster in the third in.
ning. The victors got five runs in
that inning.
Allen Haulers topped Moulder
hall 7-5, scoring four runs in the
second inning and three in the
lots rt h.

Cal Book
Review
TO KILL A

MOCKINGB!RD
By Harper Lee

(Popular Library AO)
First novels ars almost necessarily
given a criticism aside from and
on a different level than novels by
authors of experience. The new
author finds the needed outlet for
criticism that has built up for so
many years: he attempts to hold
the superstructure of this novel to.
getter with rivets of water -clown
philosophy and splinters from the
crosses of the oppressed. What
often seems a unique idea is only
in his pernewly turned
sonal somnambulistic experience.
Harper Left has succeeded in capturing the world of two children in
her small Alabama town, but she
has attempted to work this into a
contort of trial of Negro ac
cused of raping white girl. In
my mind, she has failed. As young
novelists do, As questions the in.
telligence of her readers again and
again by having her seven -year -old
girl utter pearls of philosophical
revelation as she passes through
painful periods of hyper-perception.
For this book Harper Lee received
a Pulitzer Prize. Actually, it should
have been awarded to Thomas
Wolfe for the WEI AND THE
ROCK. Wolfe treated the toots
them* much more adequately. Perhaps that is the main failing of the
book: if just isn’t long enough to
cover the subject with the lucidity
end force required.
norm

Apply:
GASOILAIR EQUIP. CO.
P.0 Rot 768. New Haven. Conn.

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
134 E Son Fernando

leille4P.V.:We’SeWWWWWWIeseVf091,90:0SPIFD4Wieel:X;

"WORK OF ART"

Baseball Runoff

Ineligibility Possibilities
Intramurals Meet Topic

hurdles. a 51.5. "I had trouble will]
the
my steps toward the end
race or I would have gone urviii51 seconds, Bruce said of his 1(4(
, effort.

One bay cervice
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

ART CLEANERS
398 EAST SANTA CLARA

VAUGHN’S
SEMESTER
CLEAN-UP
LESS THAN

STUDENT
CLOTHING UNION

2 PRICE

WITH THE SPRING SEMESTER RAPIDLY COMING TO AN END,
WE WANT TO REDUCE OUR STOCK OF VAUGHN RECOGNIZED
CLOTHING AND SPORTSWEAR AT PHENOMENAL REDUCTIONS
TO ALL STUDENT CARD HOLDERS. ALL ITEMS TO BE SOLD AT
LESS THAN 1/2 PRICE FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY.
$12.95 -$22.95 SLACKS Dacron Blends,
Hard Worsteds, Large Selection. NOW

$6" - $1 1"

$5.95 Polished Cotton and Cotton Cord
PLAIN FRONT PANTS. Now Priced

$2"

$49.50 Natural Shoulder WASH & WEAR
SUITS. SEMESTER CLEAN-UP

$29.50 -

RENT NOW FOR

Fall Semester
For as Low as
Approved
SAN JOSE
STATE COLLEGE
FEATURE
MAGAZINE
Exclaves interview with the
, generous amount of
K
humor, ample supply of fic
Non and satire. plentiful
pictures of girls. generous
amount of humor, plentiful
pictures ...
ON SALE AT FOUR - CAMPUS
LOCATIONS
Women’s Gym
Illookstor
a
C
Libwy

$200.00 and up
PER SEMESTER
Unapproved

$14" - ’24"

$55.50- $69.50 Dacron Blend Worsted Suits.

527t3 - ’34"

SEMESTER CLEAN-UP PRICE
$10.95

512.95 Lambs W,-,^1 and Shetland
EARLY

$511 _

SWEATERS. SHOP
JACKETS

SWEATERS

SOX

TIES

RAINCOATS

Many Items to choose from! STOCK UP FOR SUMMER,

$140.00 and up
a month

SPARTAN RENTAL
SERVICE
485 So 9th

CY 7-8877

VAUGHN’S Student Clothing Union
2333 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
121 SOUTH 4TH STREET

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

’61’
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Spartan Police School
Plans Annual Banquet

Literary Winners
’International
To Be Presented
At Phelan Dinner

Arts, Crafts
On Display

Phelan literary competita,
award winners will be anntsuncw
at the Phelan dinner Friday cocning at the Garden City
Hauf-1 Part of this week’s Internabrau, according to Dr. Jeanne Law- tional Week celebration is a disson, associate professor of English. ’play of arts and crafts from variStudents wishing to attend the ous countries represented by SJS
dinner must make their reserva- students.
lions in the English department
On the first floor of the North
office in the Faculty Office build- Wing of the library, crafts of
ing by 4 p.m. Thursday.
Israel, France, the Arab world,
Dr. Lawson said that in addition Portugal and Russia are shown.
to presenting Phelan cash awards.
On the second fluor is handiwork
guests will also hear a talk by from Indonesia, Holland, India and
Thorn Gunn, English poet, current- Japan.
ly teaching at the University of
The library’s South Wing has
California.
specimens from Pakistan, Iran.
The annual dinner, nr Lawsi’n Philippines, Germany, Croatia.
said, is sponsoosi by the English (1, (v. Switzerland
Argendepartment and Open to all stu. tin.
dents interested in creative writ.
On the East Wing of the first
ing.
floor of Centennial Hall, ariother
The Phelan literary competition
display is featured.
is an annual writing contest held
- at SJS under a grant from thi
estate of the late Sen. Jan’,
Phelan

1)e tin9elo.4
1518 E. SANTA CLARA
CL 1-2446

ASB Heads Plan
To Hire Lobbyist
’For State Students

Everyday Objects
Featured in Display

Spartaguide

Did You Say Typewriters?

TODAV
Sangha club, meeting and
speaker, I.A125, 1:30 p.m.
Lutheran Student mom. and
Gamma Delta, stsemtIng, First Immanuel Lutheran church, 374 S.
Third St.. 730 p.m.
Extramural sports, badminton,
WGZ3, 4:30 p.m.
Student CTA, speaker Richard
F:. Conniff, superintendent, Alum
’lick union elementary school dis!net, faculty dining room. 6:30

We’ve got ’em!
New, used and rental imackloies
Fully guaranteed
Free parking and delivery
Special student rates
124 E. Son Fernando

ner will be August G. Kettmann.
former SJS student and chief of
I the Palm Springs police force.
The annual dinner is named after the late John Newton Black,
chief of the San Jose police de-

.,
L.,1,10
I;
dents, meeting in San Dieg,,
aeekend, unanimously passist
ait’ss.
resolution to study the possibility
needs
of hiring a lobbyist for ASB
in Sacramento.
SJS student body president
Brent Davis called this "the first
step to organized professional lobbying on behalf of California state
college students."
Under the plan, as Davis outAUGUST G. KETTMANN
lined it, the colleges would hire
. . . banquet speaker
a full-time lobbyist to work with
ta state legislature, the board of partment from 1916 until 1944.
0. i trustees, and the chancellor’s of. The dinner has been held since the
1 A colorful and varied display t
fire .
police school’s founding, accordindustrial design is located in the I
The lobbyist’s salary, approxi- ing to Miss Mary Bambauer, lieu .,-,it fluor showcases of the In$8000 a yew., would be paid tenant in the school’s special aclostrial Arts building.
by the student government of each t ivities
Objects which are taken for college, which would give about
"We hope to honor law enforcegranted in everyday life are shown 10 cents per student.
ment agencies who have hired stuas examples of industrial design.
In San Jose State’s case, this dents from the police school, as
Such items as a wine bottle, would mean approximately $1600 well as the department’s alumni,"
cans, bread loaf, "walkie- annually.
explained Miss Bambauer.
allcie." breakfast ’food box, packs
A lobbyist, or legislative repreThe SJS police school, according
r,f cigarettes and a water bottle sentative, would advance the stu- to Miss Bambauer, has graduates
are being exhibited.
dent’s causes in a number of ways throughout the nation’s law enUpstairs, a display of modern- besides personal contact, accord- forcement agencies.
istic, impressionistic and function- ing to the president. He would I A social hour at 7 p.m. is to bo
al pottery forms is being shown. also be responsible for distributing I followed by dinner at 8 p.m. TickObjects ranging from a regular articles to periodicals
ets are $3.35.
flower vase to a human bust are
shown.

1

For All Your Music
Requirements Make
DE ANGELO’S
the Place to Go
PIANOS, STEREO, RECORDS 6
COMPLETE SHEET MUSIC DEPT.
BAND INSTRUMENTS
Open Till 7 P.M.
Monday - Thru
Saturday
Bankamericand
First National Charge

San Jose State police school students will honor both alumni of
their department and the nation’s
law enforcement agencies Saturday, with a banquet at 7 p.m. in
the Fiesta room of Lou’s Village.
Speaker for the Chief Black din.

"We’re next to Col Book"

CT 3-5213

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

COLGATE - PALMOLIVE
Intelligent Young Men Between 23-30
Desired

FRI., MAY 18

I

(Grads and June Grads
apply at Placement
Office for interview)

Spattatta

Assistant Secretary of the Army
William F. Schaub will speak at
the Friday Forum luncheon, sponsored by the- Greater San Jose
Chamber of Commerce.
The luncheon, to be held at the
San Jose State outdoor barbecue
area, will begin at noon, according
to a release from the Chamber of
Commerce
Secretary Schaub first joined
the staff of the Bureau of the
Budget, Estimates division, in
1941. At that time, he was working with the Emergency Organization section. handling such
agencies as the war pruduction
board, office of Price Adminisuulion, Smaller War Plants corp.
and other wartime agencies.
The luncheon will also feature
other prominent community cisic
.ders and educators, according
1., the chamber.

Loan Applications
Available-Adm201
Applications for National De-I
lease student loans are now available for the 1962-63 academic year
in Adm201, according to Don
Ryan, assistant to the dean of 1
I
students.
Students may borrow up to
$1000 a year or $500 a semester.
A 2.75 grade point average is necessary to qualify for this loan.
Application and interview deadline is August 1, but funds will be
awarded on a "first come, first
serve" basis, Ryan said.

Job Interviews
Job Interviews will be held in the
Placement office, Adm234, unless specified otherwise. Appointment lists are
put out in advance of the interview.
Students ere requested to sign up early.
TOMORROW
Kern county high school and
Junior college: high school and
junior college teacher candidates.
THURSDAY
Santa Maria high school ISanla
Barbara county t: high school
teacher candidates.

Six northern California ad..
UsirW, executives will discuss "Advertising Problems of lid riniucing
a New Product into the Market,
tomorrow at 2 p.m. in J203.
The SJS chapter of Alpha Delta
Sigma, national honorary advertising fraternity, Will sponsor the
panel discussion under auspices of
the Sales Promotion Executive
assn. of northern California.
Panel moderator will be Jack
Sassard. director of advertising
and ..ales promotion of the Setif’.

Jr. Business Major
In 2-Car Collision
A s..i. Jose State junior business major, Robers F. Jameson. !
suffered minor injuries Monday
night in a two-car collision at the
intersection of E. Reed and
Second st., San Jose police repo.
Miss Sue R. White of 1187
Clarkway st., a Los Gatos pre-1
school teacher and driver of t
other auto, escaped injury.
Jameson was taken to a San,
Jose hospital and later released. ,

for ASB
Applications f_
Judiciary
uai
now Due
Applications for students and
faculty members interested in fill ing positions in the ASH judiciars
for the fall semester are available
in the College Union, 315 S.
Ninth st.
All applications must he submitted by noon tomorrow. A signup sheet for interviews is also
available in the College Union. Interviews will be conducted Friday
and Monday from 2:30 until 5 p.m.

ling division
co. inc.
The discussion
i
market research, bilyuir
packaging and use of the.
ing media according to II
tat, president of the local iii,apicr
Participants will be Jack WiC
ert. manager of advertising
sales promotion at Schmidt Lith,,
graph co.; Ed Warmers, account
executive of Botsford. Constantine
and Gardner Advertising:
Ford, merchandising director
of
Honig-Cooper and Barrington Ad.
vertising: Don McFarlane A. oan
lisle and co., and Jack Becht,
president of Western Lriipar Ad.
i.ert ’sing

POSITIVELY THE

LOWEST
GAS PRICES
IN TOWN
SAHARA OIL CO.
Second and Williain

7 ’/W’s
Low as 5799
5 Corvettes
Low as 52999

3 Monza Coupes
Low as $1799

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
(CLASS OF 5:1
1199 SO. FIRST STREET
CY 2-7587

IT’S ANGELO’S FOR
TOP CUTS OF BEEF
Try Our
NEW YORK CUT STEAK
with Tossed Salad,
$1 85
.
Baked Potato, Coffee or Tea
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MEE PARKING-M.’S & ERAS’S, 31I S. 3rd

72 E. SANTA CLARA
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TOMORROW
Young Republicans, election ,,r
officers anti plan next year’s program, C11236. 7:30 p.m.

10:
61i

FANCY NAME
BOSTON (UPI)
Pharrnaceuto I
:d records show that a common;
ssescription ssritten by doctors in
lie 1890’s called for "monoacetic
widester of salicylic acid." What
the doctors meant in laymen’s language was paths aspirin.
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CLASSIFIEDS

V
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ANGELO’S Steak House

Newman club, cookout at Alum
park, meet at Newman hall.
- Fifth st., 5 p.m.
5% omen’s Recreation MOIL, Or heals, WG10 7 p.m.; softball, WG I
....Id, 4:15 pm.
Rally committee, meeting, Mot os Dailey auditorium, 3:30 p.m.

Career Opportunities with

Entails calling on retail grocery trade
Excellent opportunity for advancement
Guarantees salary and bonus arrangements
Auto provided - Bus expenses paid

Math club, speaker, TH119,
12:30 p.m.
Hawaiian club, final meeting,
TH28, 7 p.m.
St udent Affiliates American
Chemical society, nomination of
officers for next fall, TI120, 1:30
pint

Sec. Schaub ’Advertising Execs To Appear
Will Speak On ADS -Sponsored Panel
At Luncheon

fic

in,
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FOR SALO

wa

WANTED

-;
Happy. healthy, hygienic, ’57 250 c- Want to buy: Guns,
1 owner. $262. Call CY 7.9981. ’,Rues e.c. Local teacher
AN 9-2144.

*cry an.
.-’.or. Call
at

Elderly lady
57 Cher. 2 dr.. auto. R -H, WW. Very
,age. (..
. ..],e
ear. CY 7-9687 after 3.
AN 9-1926.
1960 Cushman Scooter, 2 speed trans. Conscientious male to share a; - Contact CY 44019, Markham Hall, after pool, including summer preferat, .
8.00 pm,
RSA CY 8-5030 efts, 6.
Y.M. 4-track sereo rape ecc-der. New
mode.. $150. Call CY 5.9954, M.ke.
Al! State Super Grusin* scooer. Like
new. 259 or best oqixr. CL 1-3217.
MG-ID-IWO. R.ght hand drive classic
now too, new ores.
Ercel. cond. $450
6
Al #, 1094
1958 Triumph motorcycle. Good fir..
aN 4.3021. 2035 Glen Una.
4 8dtrn. 21/2 beth, fem. rm. elec. k
o 434% loan. AN 9.1847
MR RENT
GIRLS-FALL RENTAL. Furnished pr.’. Mo.. 5. Approved. 341 So, 12th
Cheerful on. for 2 men. Rm. & bd. t
we entrance. bath. CY 74842.
and Fall. Attractive r0,.+Ins. rwr,
to ,.oliego. Summer rates $20 and
$25. 491 So. 7th

Slimmer

SERVICES
Expert typing service. Day or r iht. C-all
’4J35.
Typing - Theses, mar,re.r.ps,
nil
Reasonable 293-3085.

L

ill
uf
21

Wanted: A rider star;no eroarsas
Nnwp’ 5, I , or area. Leaving aboo
June IS. NA:ye at 420 So. 3rd. *14.

’fa

Parsonels
Been or going AS1S Europe? Mune Pot,
CV 4-4622. Rir 215.
Mirlp Wonted
Full time pay-par+ time work. Collage
- 3 evenngs and Saturday, earn
. 5125 per week. Phone 378-6383.

l’r
tit

Wit & heed
Lost: Woman’s Sulove wrist watch Plati.
and dinmoncts. Wed., May 4. on or
oar campus Reward. Cell CY 4-0161
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

AltTISTS’
PICTURE FRAMES
PAINTS & WALLPAPERS

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check Of Money Order.
No Phon Orders

2 Stores
112 So. 2nd St.
CY 2-1447
and
Valley Fair Shopping Center

arlboro

the filter cigarette with the
unfiltered taste. You get a lot to like.
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